determinants of health of populations at risk; this information is currently not available in electronic health records (EHR) but we show that it could be accessed by linking area deprivation index to EHR.

OBJECTIVES/GOALS: To inform care delivery and policy, health care systems are studying ways of improving social determinants of health (SDoH) in patients with chronic disease such as diabetes (DM). Our goal was to better characterize the SDoH of a cohort of DM patients by using the area deprivation index (ADI).

METHODS/STUDY POPULATION: Our study population included DM patients seen in primary care practices in 2013-2017. We integrated ADI levels to data extracted from electronic health records (EHR). ADI ranks neighborhoods by socioeconomic status calculated from income, education, employment and housing quality. ADI has 10 levels that we grouped into 5 categories of 2 levels. Addresses were geocoded using ArcMap to obtain census block groups information. We used multivariable logistic regression to calculate odds ratios (OR) and 95% confidence intervals [], with diabetic complications as a binary dependent variable, ADI levels as the exposure, and demographics, smoking status and number of comorbidities as confounders. RESULTS/ANTICIPATED RESULTS: Our study population included 8,558 patients: 56% were female, 61% white, 31% black, 28% were on Medicare, 66% on commercial insurance, median age was 55 years, 57% never smoked, 10% had no comorbidities, 42% had 3 or more comorbidities, and 37% developed diabetic-related complications. After evaluating collinearity and adjusting for confounders, our multivariable analysis showed that worsening ADI was associated with higher likelihood of complications. Compared to ADI level 1 & 2 (least disadvantaged), the ORs for patients residing in neighborhoods with ADI levels 3 & 4, 5 & 6, 7 & 8, 9 & 10 (most disadvantaged) were respectively 1.01 [0.88-1.16], 1.20 [1.04-1.39], 1.15 [0.99-1.33], 1.30 [1.11-1.52]. DISCUSSION/SIGNIFICANCE OF FINDINGS: Neighborhood ADI could provide precious information to health care providers when associated to the EHR. We found that neighborhoods with ADI level 9 & 10, which is not collected in the EHR, was significantly associated with a higher burden of disease. ADI could serve as a proxy for evaluating SDoH.

ABSTRACT IMPACT: Current practice guidelines offer a variety of treatment options for sternal reconstruction but complications and infections remain a serious surgical problem. This work seeks to provide a comprehensive picture of the comorbidities and reconstructive methods that lead to success and improve patient outcomes. OBJECTIVES/GOALS: Patients that undergo cardiac surgery via the median sternotomy approach are at risk of wound complications that require repair. We seek to evaluate how outcomes of sternal reconstruction are influenced by patient comorbidities, flap usage and internal mammary artery grafts and methods of sternal closure. METHODS/STUDY POPULATION: We identified patients between 2005 and 2020 who underwent sternotomy followed by debridement and flap coverage at our institution. Comorbidities, method of reconstruction, demographic data, surgical history, and other factors pertaining to mortality and morbidity were collected. The data will then be analyzed to identify population characteristics using logistic regression variables to determine univariate and adjusted multivariable measures of association with mortality. We present the pre-liminary data analyzed using chi-square and one-way anova in R. RESULTS/ANTICIPATED RESULTS: In this study we present a preliminary characterization of one institution’s sternal reconstruction patient outcomes with a variety of reconstruction methods including pectoral advancement flaps, ommental flaps and latissimus dorsi flaps. Notable preoperative comorbidities include 50% of patients > age 60, 18% with diabetes mellitus, 18% with diagnosed hypertension, 18% with COPD, and 9% with a smoking history. DISCUSSION/SIGNIFICANCE OF FINDINGS: In an evolving cardiothoracic landscape, clinical characteristics of patients being treated for sternal reconstructive surgery present a moving target. Understanding current risk factors, preoperative management and timing for aggressive surgical treatment offers an opportunity to update treatment protocol and maximize successful outcomes.

ABSTRACT IMPACT: It is our hope that a better understanding of the relationship between genetic variants that influence heart failure precursor traits will not only inform clinical care, but enable better assessment of inherited risk and will identify new biological targets for drug development. OBJECTIVES/GOALS: In this project, using a large-scale human genomic dataset with extensive phenotype data available, we intend to interrogate the known MTSS1 variants that have been associated with heart failure (HF) in previous GWAS studies in order to understand the directionality and mechanisms of their effects. METHODS/STUDY POPULATION: Data was obtained from the UK Biobank, a large prospective cohort of ~500,000 patients across the United Kingdom with extensive phenotype data, including ~50,000 patients with cardiac MRI and ~200,000 with whole exome sequencing. We test for associations between genetic variants at the MTSS1 locus and HF precursor traits using logistic regression or linear regression, adjusting for age, gender, and principal components (PCs) of ancestry. For rare variant analyses we 'bin' rare variants (MAF < 0.01) using the software tool BioBin to aggregate low frequency genetic variants into single genetic units.

RESULTS/ANTICIPATED RESULTS: Preliminary data have shown that variants in the known MTSS1 enhancer region which reduce MTSS1 expression are associated with smaller, more contractile hearts. We anticipate that common variants known to reduce enhancer activity will attenuate heart failure precursor traits, will be associated with a reduced risk clinical heart failure, and will favorably impact clinical outcomes once HF is established. We also anticipate that rare exonic variants predicted to impair MTSS1 function